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The Idea of Urban Fabrics
Recently many of us have spent
more time outdoors due to the
pandemic. This has provided a
nice opportunity to look closely
at our cities. Do you wonder why
our cities have developed as they
have? Why have the roads been
built where they are? For a long
time, there have been city planners working to improve the
livability and the functioning of
our cities.
Cities themselves are complex,
ever-changing and different from
each other and there is a clear
need for cities to be organized
rather than built randomly. Higher
level coordination and using master plans intend to prevent the
development of incorrect investments and inappropriate urban
structures. An example of an incorrect investment might be when
a city builds a bridge that is used
very little. Urban structure tells
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us how the land is used and how
it is physically arranged in the
city’s landscape. It has an effect
on how comfortably the city functions. For example, urban sprawl
can be part of an urban structure
and its presence indicates that
little planning guided the development process– producing a part
of the city where the distances
are long from home to work and
stores, requiring longer driving
distances in private cars.
As our urban ideal is changing
from car-centric (non-renewable
and fossil-based) to more environ.
mentally sustainable and digitized
(smart public and personal transportation), we need to start thinking differently about our cities as
we respond to current and future
needs of the citizens, companies
and the environment.
Finnish cities have a history
that has influenced their devel-

opment, and the work of those
generations preceding us is still
visible. In 1860, only 5 % of the
population were urban citizens,
while in 2018 the proportion approaches 70–85%. Vaasa is one
of the Finnish cities with a longer
history. Both the great fire of 1862
and the rising of land contributed
to the city being actually moved.
City planning from that move is
still quite visible. The wide park
streets, designed by Carl Axel
Setterberg, with the main purpose
of preventing recurrence of such
catastrophic fires still define a bit
of soul of Vaasa.
Modern city planning requires
data. We need data about different things: citizens, their age, habits and residences, workplaces,
services, transportation, hobbies
and needs to name a few. When
confronted with a lot of data, easiest way to make sense out of it
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is to re-organize and visualize it
and to try to use it create more
understandable classes.
One way to create easily understandable information with this
data is to classify different urban
zones based on building types,
energy and material uses and
mobility: pedestrian, car, public
transport and intensive public
transport. In addition, these zones
can be further divided to different
urban areas: downtown, downtown edge, lower center and
downtown perimeter. This created
information can be used for city
planning and to monitor the effects of the earlier decisions.
In our latest image, you can see
this kind of visualization and classification done for Vaasa. It uses
the transportation urban fabric
data created by the Suomen
Ympäristökeskus (SYKE) overlaid
on a Sentinel-2 image.

